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P re s i d e n t ’s M e s s ag e
Greetings from California! And a Happy New Year 2019.

Body of Knowledge
Survey Results

The ACCE Board and its committees have planned many
valuable educational events for this year. Additionally,
many ACCE members are busy advocating for the
profession and supporting the ACCE mission in various
national and international events (see Lou Schonder article
on “Clinical Equipment in the 21st Century, Mongolia”).
FDA workshop on “Medical Device Servicing and
Remanufacturing Activities”
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The ACCE FDA Task Force led by Binseng Wang helped
the ACCE Board formulate comments on “medical device
servicing and remanufacturing activities.” In the letter to
FDA, ACCE commended the FDA for its efforts to improve the safety of device servicing and
distinguishing “remanufacturing” from “servicing” and emphasized that most of the hazards that are
reported to the FDA are due to remanufacturing and not servicing. Quoting ACCE’s written
comments“… ACCE believes that the same set of rules should be applied to all those who service medical
devices, regardless of their employer classification as manufacturers, ISOs, third-parties, or healthcare
establishment. After all, the safety and care of patients cannot depend simply on the name of the issuer of
the paycheck. American patients deserve the same level of quality and safety of the medical devices used in
their care regardless who is servicing these devices.”
“…ACCE firmly supports the FDA in issuing a Guidance Document with simple and clear instructions for all
stakeholders to understand the difference between servicing and remanufacturing. This will likely reduce
significantly the amount of unintentional remanufacturing activities performed by servicers who are unaware
of the distinction and potential negative consequences to public health.” Click on the link Written
Comments to FDA to read the complete comments to Docket No. FDA-2018-N-3741. The ACCE
FDA Task Force report on the FDA Public Workshop is available on ACCE Home page under
“What’s New.” I would like to thank Binseng and other members of the Task Force for their efforts
in advocating our profession and promoting the safe application of technology in patient care.
FDA Workshop on Premarket
Submissions for Management of
Cybersecurity in Medical Devices
An ACCE task force, led by Priyanka
Upendra, and including task force
members (left to right) Eric Aring,
Priyanka, David Miller, Juuso Leionen and
Edward Myers (not in photo) attended the
FDA public workshop: Content of
Premarket Submissions for Management of
Cybersecurity in Medical Devices at the
FDA in Maryland. This task force will help
(Continued on page 2)

President continued
(Continued from page 1)

ACCE formulate comments on the
2018 draft guidance document.
Education Committee
Thanks to the efforts of our HIMSS19
task force led by Danielle Cowgill, with
members from several ACCE
Committees: Education/CE-IT/
Advocacy, Ilir (our President-elect) and
Suly (Secretariat), ACCE for the first
time is holding a “complimentary” CEIT symposium titled “Safe and Effective
Application of Networked Medical
Systems” on Monday, February 11 at
HIMSS 19. ACCE has lined up expert
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speakers for this symposium who will
share their expertise with the audience.
I look forward to welcoming everyone
along with Steven Wretling, CTIO,
HIMSS in congratulating Bridget
Moorman and presenting her with
the 2019 ACCE/HIMSS Excellence
in Clinical Engineering and
Information Technology Synergies
Award at the “Health Technology
Alliance & ACCE Awards
Reception” on Tuesday, February
12 at Orange County Convention
Center.

clinical engineers to utilize the many
resources offered by ACCE including
the certification guide and CCE
review courses to pursue the
certification. The 2019 exam dates
have been announced – see https://
accenet.org/CECertification/Pages/
Default.aspx for more details.
International Committee

The IC committee is in contact with
foreign associations for collaboration
and mutual assistance to advance the
Clinical Engineering profession
worldwide. The committee is also
The Education Committee is also busy
working with AAMI and IFMBE/CED
preparing for the June 8th ACCE Clinical to organize the Global Exchange
Engineering Symposium at AAMI
track at AAMI Exchange 2019.
Exchange in Cleveland.
2019 ACCE Membership Dues
Body of Knowledge (BOK)
ACCE appreciates the support of its
Committee
members and cannot survive with
The BOK committee has diligently
active and paying members. Those of
analyzed the survey results from the
you who have not yet renewed their
2018 BOK survey. Thanks to everyone membership please do so soon.
for taking the time to complete the
Questions about member renewal
survey we received a record number of can be directed to Suly Chi
responses (over 500). Please review
(Secretariat). The ACCE membership
the survey report in the current ACCE renewal link is http://accenet.org/
Newsletter. The BOK committee will
Members/Pages/
be presenting the BOK survey results at MemberRenewals.aspx .
the MD Expo-Houston in April. The
committee will begin its work on
I look forward to hearing from the
version 8 of the CCE Study Guide. The membership about their thoughts in
committee is recruiting additional
promoting the profession and ideas
volunteers to assist with this effort.
to further improve the programs
Thanks to great efforts of the BOK
offered by ACCE.
committee for undertaking one of the
important missions of ACCE “to define
Arif Subhan
the body of knowledge on which the
President, ACCE
profession is based.” I encourage the
president@accenet.org
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ACCE Job Website Job Postings
For posting job opportunities, please
contact Dave Smith at
advertising@accenet.org
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Become a Mentor, Volunteer!
If you are interested in serving as a
mentor, please complete the ACCE
mentor form: http://accenet.org/
Membership/Downloads/ACCE%
20Mentor%20Form_f.pdf or contact
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Larry Fennigkoh.
Larry Fennigkoh, PhD, CCE, FACCE
Mentoring Committee Chair
mentoring.chair@accenet.org
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ACCE 2018 Body of Knowledge Survey Results
The 2018 ACCE Body of Knowledge Survey
had a great response from the Healthcare
Technology Management (HTM) community! The 2018 ACCE Body of Knowledge
(BOK) Survey closed in July of 2018, and
the results have been compiled and analyzed by ACCE to be shared with the field.
The purpose of the 2018 BOK Survey was
to determine the current scope of practice
and knowledge base for Clinical Engineers
in their daily work. The results will be used
by the U.S. Board of Examiners for Clinical
Engineering Certification in designing the
Clinical Engineering Certification exam to
ensure the certification exam closely matches the body of knowledge Clinical Engineers
need to function in their jobs.
To better understand who the respondents
are, the 2018 survey changed slightly in content compared to the 2015 survey to include CCE exam eligibility, new certifications, and added knowledge topics. Compared to previous years, the survey was
open longer. It lasted through both HIMSS
and AAMI conferences, approximately 6
months. Request to participate in the survey took place primarily through several
emails sent out to groups of individuals of
the Clinical Engineering and Health Care
Technology communities, including all members of ACCE. The survey was also advertised on the ACCE website, LinkedIn, and at
AAMI. Unlike previous years, participation
in the survey was incentivized with three
raffle prizes (One free membership/renewal
to ACCE and two $30 Amazon gift cards).
We received 534 responses to the survey,
though not all respondents answered all
questions. This is a 13% increase from
2015.
In this report we categorized the respondents into two sets - CE Only and Non-CE.
You can find the breakdown of the categories in table A below. Of the 534 responses,
373 responses were from individuals that
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identified themselves as Clinical Engineers, Healthcare Technology Managers,
or Clinical Systems Engineers.
DEMOGRAPHICS:
Among 534 survey respondents that provided their demographic information, 359
(67.2%) respondents live in the United
States, and 175 (32.8%) respondents live
outside the United States, which includes
52 (9.7%) from Brazil, 22 (4.1%) from
Canada, 17 (3.2%) from Lebanon, 15
(2.8%) from Peru, and 11 (2.1%) from
China. Approximately 68.2% work in a
hospital, clinic, or health system, and
15.0% work for an Independent Service
Organization (ISO), while the rest were
spread among other categories (3.6%
Medical Equipment Vendor, 3.2% Consultants, 1.7% Academia, 1.7% Medical
Equipment Manufacturer, etc.). Approximately 67% respondents described the
primary nature of their positions as
Healthcare Technology Management. Of
the remaining respondents, the top selections were Service delivery (10%),
Professional support (7%), consulting
(6%) and Project management (4%).
About 41% of respondents described
their profession as Clinical Engineers,
21% as Healthcare Technology Managers,
18% as biomedical technicians, 6% as
clinical systems engineers.
Asking respondents to identify their eligibility for CCE examination was new to
the 2018 survey. Among 496 survey respondents to this question, 56.2% respondents stated that they are eligible
for CCE examination. Approximately
196 (36%) of respondents stated that
they are not eligible for CCE exam; however, 102 (52%) of those are currently in
CE positions.

For educational level question, out of
480 respondents, 368 (68.9%) of the
respondents possess a degree in Engineering. Even though 112 (21.0%) of the
respondents do not have an Engineering
degree, more than half of all respondents have an education related to Electronics and Biomedical Technology, and
the remaining respondents fall into Business Administration, Project Management, or IT.
For the experience question, of 508 respondents, 21% had 0-5 years of experience and 19% of respondents indicated
having 30+ years of experience in their
field. The majority of the respondents
have either a 4-year degree (30.8%) or a
6-year degree (39.2%), and less than a
fifth (18.3%) of the respondents have
only a 2-year degree.
KNOWLEDGE:
Respondents were asked to assess background knowledge required to successfully complete their work by indicating
the level of importance of 34 given tasks
in relation to their position. Importance
was deemed a measure of both how
critical the knowledge is to their job and
how frequently this knowledge is used
during their daily tasks. Respondents
were given a range of importance ratings
of Minor, Moderate or High for each of
the 34 categories. To convert these
responses to quantitative data, each Minor, Moderate or High response was
assigned a 1, 2, or 3, respectively. Each
of these were then averaged and sorted
from highest to lowest, with the highest
number being the most important background knowledge overall. These results
are shown in Table 1 below.
(Continued on page 4)
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ACCE 2018 Body of Knowledge Survey continued
(Continued from page 3)

In the All Respondents category, the five
most important categories of knowledge in
relation to the function of their job were
found to be Physiological Monitoring, Surgical Equipment, General Medical/Nursing
Equipment, Anesthesia, and Regulatory
Standards/Codes. Interestingly, results between All Respondents and CE Only (refer
to reference Table A) were slightly different. In the CE Only group, Project Management ranked second while it ranked tenth
in the All Respondents group. Presentation
Skills ranked fourth for CE Only while it
ranked sixth for All Respondents. This may
indicate a shift in the profession towards
these knowledge categories across all fields.
CATEGORIES OF WORK DATA:
For this section of the survey, respondents
were asked to identify the percentage of
time they spent on each of the following
major categories of work: Technology Management; Service Delivery Management;
Product Development, Testing, Evaluation,

and Modification; Information Technology (IT) / Telecommunications; Education
of Others; Facilities Management; Risk
Management / Safety; General Management; and Other. There was a total of
512 responses to these questions, and of
that, 373 were from the CE Only group.
The results for All Respondents and for
CE Only are shown in Table 2.

spent a greater amount of time in Service Delivery Management (39.5%) rather than Technology Management
(17%), whereas all the other professions
spent the most time in Technology Management (21.7% - 32.2%). When we filtered the responses by position, we noticed a significant variation in the amount
of time spent in the IT category for the
Biomedical Equipment Technician, CliniLooking at the data from most time
cal Engineer and Clinical Systems Engispent to least time spent, the order of
neer. The Biomedical Equipment Techthe work categories in both sets of renician spent only 6.4% of their time on
sults were almost the same. For All Re- IT, whereas the Clinical Engineer spent a
spondents and CE Only (refer to referlittle higher at 9.0% and the Clinical Sysence Table A), the greatest amount of
tems Engineer is the highest at 16.9%
time is spent in Technology Management (2nd ranked category of work for that
(24.8% and 27.5%) and Service Delivery
position). The results are shown in TaManagement (23.0% and 19.1%). In all the ble 3.
groups, the least amount of time is spent
in Facilities Management and other duRESPONSIBILITIES DATA:
ties.
For the survey section on responsibiliWe also looked at the percentage of
ties, each category of work was divided
time spent in each category of work for into specific topics or skills to identify
each different profession group. When
the types of activities respondents were
compared to all other groups, the Bioresponsible for performing in each of the
medical Equipment Technician group
categories. Respondents were asked to
indicate the level of
importance in their
job for each topic or
skill listed. Importance was defined
in the survey as the
measure of both how
critical the knowledge
is to doing your job
and how frequently you
utilize this knowledge.
To convert these responses to quantitative data, each response of No, Minor,
Moderate or High
was assigned a 0, 1, 2,
or 3, respectively.
The scores were averaged for each responsibility to get an
overall importance
ranking.
(Continued on page 5)
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ACCE 2018 Body of Knowledge Survey continued
(Continued from page 4)

The results of the top two or three responsibilities (or more, if a tie existed) in each of
the work categories are shown for All Respondents (Table 4) and CE Only (Table 5).
The difference in responsibilities between
these two groups is most evident in the
Technology Management and Service Delivery Management Categories of Work. In
Technology Management, for All Respondents, the top responsibilities are Technology
Assessment, Product Selection / Vendor
Selection, Inventory Management, Life Cycle
Analysis, and Device Integration Planning.
For the CE Only group, Technology Assessment still ranked highest, but the responsibilities that ranked second were slightly
different: Product Selection / Vendor Selection, Life Cycle Analysis, Project Management, and Healthcare Technology Strategic

Planning. In Service Delivery Management, for All Respondents, the top responsibilities are Equipment Repair and
Maintenance, Service Contract Management and Equipment Performance Testing, in that order. For the CE Only
group, however, Service Contract Management jumps to the top position, and
Maintenance Software (CMMS) Administration and Technician/Service Supervision (two responsibilities not in the top
list for All Respondents) tie with Equipment Repair and Maintenance.

The 2018 ACCE Body of Knowledge
Survey has collected a significant amount
of information that will bring valuable
insight into the practice of the CE profession. In addition, the analysis of the
data presented in this report allows us
to make several significant conclusions
about both the data and the survey process, as well as recommendations for
future surveys and activities.

Most respondents were based in the
United States. Brazil is still the most
represented country outside of the
Also, important to note, the responsibil- United States. Most worked in a hospiity that received the highest score out of tal, clinic, or health system. A majority
all Categories of Work and in both
identify themselves in Healthcare Techgroups, was Patient Safety, which connology Management positions, which has
firms that in the Healthcare Technology increased from 37.8% in 2015 to 67% in
2018. Most held either a CCE or CBET
field, patient safety is paramount.
certification, with CBET having the highest percentage with 25%, followed by
CONCLUSION:
CCE with 21%. It is notable to mention
that many respondents also have the
following certifications: IT/Networking
(23%) including CompTIA A+, N+, S+),
PE (17%), and LEAN Six Sigma (16%).
There was an increase in the number of
respondents identifying their current
employer as an Independent Service
Organization from 36 (8%) respondents
in 2015 to 80 (15%) respondents in
2018.
The majority of the respondents are
eligible for the CCE exam (56.2%) and
have an engineering degree (68.9%). Additionally, out of 196 respondents that
stated that they are NOT eligible for
CCE examination: over 50% (102) of the
respondents are currently in a CE position. This could indicate that there are
more individuals starting their careers as
Clinical Engineers and that they will become eligible for CCE examination in
near future. This also confirms the interest of the field in the CCE exam.

Table 3: Percentage of time spent in each category of work for each different profession group
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The filtering of data to highlight those
respondents that identified themselves
as Clinical Engineers (CE Only group)
allowed us to better understand the
(Continued on page 6)
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ACCE 2018 Body of Knowledge Survey continued
(Continued from page 5)

demographics, knowledge, and responsibilities of this group. It also allowed us to make
valuable comparisons to the group as a
whole (All Respondents group) and the
Non-Clinical Engineering (Non-CE) Group.

Technology Management and Service
Delivery Management were the top two
Categories of Work among all groups,
but the order differed depending on the
group. The CE Only Group, which is
comprised mainly of engineers and managers, showed Technology Management
as the most important; whereas the Non

-CE Group, which is comprised of mainly technicians, showed Service Delivery
Management as the most important.
When the Categories of Work responses were filtered by the different positions, IT Management was the second
highest Category of Work for the Clinical Systems Engineer, showing the importance of IT integration in their daily
tasks.
The top 10
Knowledge categories were the same
(albeit with slightly
different rankings)
between All Respondents and the
CE Only Group. Project Management was
one of the
Knowledge categories that was added
this year to the survey. It was in the top
10 for the All Respondents group and
was the second highest in the CE Only
group.
Patient Safety was the
Responsibility that
received the highest
score of all Categories of Work, which
confirms that patient
safety is paramount in
the HTM field.
This survey has collected a substantial
amount of data and
provided valuable,
current information
about the scope of
practice and
knowledge in the
Healthcare Technology Management com(Continued on page 8)
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AAMI Update: Free HTM Webinar Series
With the rapid pace of change for technology both inside and outside hospital walls,
there is more pressure than ever on
healthcare technology management (HTM)
professionals to learn new skills and adapt
to their evolving environment. To stay
ahead of the curve when it comes to the
convergence of information technology (IT)
and HTM, AAMI has launched a free webinar series that will run throughout 2019.
“During the field interviews I conducted
this past summer, HTM leaders identified
IT and cybersecurity as a big education
gap,” said Danielle McGeary, vice president
of HTM at AAMI. “We took that feedback
and decided to produce a webinar series
that the entire field could benefit from,
whether someone was right out of school,
looking for continuing education units
(CEUs) for recertification, or a senior leader looking for new HTM best practices. I
really hope the field finds these webinars
meaningful and beneficial.”
Scheduled webinars in this series include:
·

Developing an HTM Specific Cybersecurity Framework
Part 2: Feb. 5, 2–3 p.m. ET, 1 CEU
Part 3: April 16, 2–3 p.m. ET, 1 CEU

Many HTM professionals are unfamiliar
with the framework necessary to incorporate good security practices into their service operations. The Mayo Clinic has begun
to bridge this divide by standing up an
HTM cybersecurity team focused solely on
developing a National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST)-based cybersecurity program. This three-part series, the first
part of which was held in January, will provide insight into the Mayo Clinic’s approach
and explore how to develop an HTM cybersecurity program.
·

Bluetooth in the Healthcare Setting
Feb. 19, 2–3 p.m. ET, 1 CEU

Bluetooth wireless technology is widely
used in hospitals, from IT platforms to implanted medical devices. Bluetooth-enabled
technology also is brought into hospitals in
the form of smartphones, headsets, and
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gaming devices. This webinar will provide a
high-level overview of the technology and
key features of interest for HTM professionals.
·

Using LinkedIn to Market Yourself and Your Organization
March 13, 2–3 p.m. ET, 0.5 CEU

The world of LinkedIn, a professional networking platform, can be confusing and
daunting. This webinar will provide tips and
tricks to better use LinkedIn to market
yourself and/or your organization to the
professional world.
·

HTM Best Practices in Large
Healthcare Systems
May 21, 2–3 p.m. ET, 1 CEU

During this special HTM Week webinar,
several HTM leaders at large health systems will share their best practices for
enhancing operational efficiency, performance, and productivity. Participants will
have the opportunity to ask these leaders
questions and get advice for scaling these
practices to their own departments.
·

Monthly Workload Tracker by
Technician Using Data Modeling
July 16, 2–3 p.m. ET, 1 CEU

Managers have a slew of data to track and,
with The Joint Commission requiring a
100% preventive maintenance completion
rate, a data model is needed to assist managers in ensuring that assigned work can
feasibly be completed on time. This webinar will introduce such a tool.
To register, visit www.aami.org/
HTMwebinars.
New Features, Education Sessions
Await First AAMI Exchange Attendees
Expect changes in both substance and style
as AAMI launches the AAMI Exchange, June
7–10 in Cleveland, OH. The education program at the Exchange, which is the name
for the reimagined AAMI Annual Conference & Expo, reflects the association’s
commitment to connecting all its stake-
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holders, including biomedical equipment
technicians, clinical engineers, cybersecurity
and sterilization experts, hospital administrators and managers, and the industry’s
leading service and solution providers.
“The 2019 education program will deliver
an immersive and interactive learning environment for professionals in a variety of
health technology–related fields at all experience levels,” said Sherrie Schulte, CAE,
AAMI’s senior director of certification and
meetings. “We received more proposals
than ever before, so the Program Committee was able to create a schedule of sessions that not only reflects the diversity of
our community but also provides the cutting-edge solutions and forward-thinking
insights attendees need to meet the challenges they encounter on a daily basis and
those they will face in the future.”
The approximately 90 sessions on the
schedule will be divided into education
tracks that include healthcare technology
management (HTM), cybersecurity, artificial intelligence and virtual reality, professional development, data analytics, sterilization and reprocessing, global perspectives,
and meeting regulatory/accreditation requirements.
Here is just a taste of what is in store:
Securing Medical Devices in a Hospital Environment
The past decade has seen an intertwined
evolution of medical device security
threats, regulatory and customer requirements, and industry-leading practices. This
session will explore key trends and detail a
programmatic approach that healthcare
delivery organizations can take to secure
connected medical devices and reduce
risks to both patient safety and information
security.
Data Analytics, Artificial Intelligence,
Predictive Modeling, and HTM
Data analytics, artificial intelligence, big
data, machine learning, and predictive modeling are major buzzwords in healthcare.
(Continued on page 8)
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AAMI continued
(Continued

from page 7)

This session will explore uses for predictive modeling, including how HTM and
clinical engineering departments can predict device breakdown and intervene before patient care is disrupted.
Big Data Insights on Capital Equipment from 500 Million Work Orders
With connected devices and modern
maintenance tracking software, the
amount of valuable asset data is increasing
rapidly. This session will help professionals with purchasing power make better
decisions on capital equipment. Tools
available to HTM professionals will be
examined, helping attendees choose the
best equipment and maintenance programs and make critical replace-or-repair
decisions with confidence.

journal BI&T (Biomedical Instrumentation
& Technology) reached out to leaders of
healthcare technology management
(HTM) departments at several respected
organizations across the country, asking
them to describe their decommissioning
strategies and the processes they rely on
to ensure retirement success.
Removing protected health information
is a matter of major importance in the
retirement of medical devices. Other
areas to be mindful of include ensuring
equipment remains available for clinician
use, protecting against cyberthreats, disposing of devices in an environmentally
responsible way, and updating maintenance records.
Potential mishaps can be avoided, said
Tara Brady, clinical technology risk manager at Kaiser Permanente in California,
by taking a “life cycle approach” to technology management and retirement. “At

Device Integration Fundamentals
and Troubleshooting Skills
This session will explore the fundamentals
of device integration and describe how
data flows from medical devices into the
electronic health record, including an explanation of how middleware software or
monitoring gateways use HL7 messages in
that process.
For a complete list of education sessions,
visit www.aami.org/AAMIExchange. Register by March 20 and save!
AAMI Journal Sheds Light on Retirement Strategies for Medical Equipment
Healthcare facilities take different approaches to device retirement depending
on their unique clinical and technological
needs and often according to their financial resources. From the scrap pile to
education programs or relief agencies,
there are a number of places devices can
wind up at the end of life.

every hand off—the purchase,
onboarding, scheduled maintenance,
and retirement—there should be
accountability and documentation,”
she said.
Financial considerations also factor
greatly in the decision-making process. According to Izabella Gieras,
director of clinical technology at
Huntington Memorial Hospital in
Pasadena, CA, a key retirement challenge is related to the facility's budget for replacements.
“We may say, ‘OK, we have the clinical need,’ or, ‘It’s time to decommission because we’ve reached the end
of support,’ but then we have to
think about our financial constraints.
Therefore, it is essential to plan a
proactive replacement plan for all
medical equipment," Gieras told
BI&T.
AAMi staff

Body of Knowledge Survey
continued
(Continued from page 6)

munity and specifically in the Clinical
Engineering profession. The U.S. Board
of Examiners for Clinical Engineering
Certification will examine these survey
results and if needed update the scope of
the Clinical Engineering Certification
exam to better match the attributes of
the Clinical Engineering profession today.
Thank you to everyone who participated
in this survey; your responses have
brought beneficial insight and perspective
into what we do in Healthcare Technology Management!

For a more in depth look at all of
the data and additional analysis,
please visit the ACCE website
(ACCEnet.org) and view the full
2018 Body of Knowledge Survey
Report.
Katherine Navarro, CCE,
Chair, ACCE BoK Committee
Katherine.Breffeilh@va.gov
The Body of Knowledge Committee:
Sarah Brockway, MS;
Bhaskar Iduri, MS, CCE, CHTM;
Renee Huval, MS;
Rehman Syed, MS, CBET, CCE

With that in mind, AAMI’s award-winning
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Perspectives from ECRI Institute: Exciting New
International Developments
Many of you know that ECRI Institute has
three international offices. One is just outside of London, one is in the United Arab
Emirates, and a third is in Malaysia. These
offices have mostly served as a sales and
marketing function to help ECRI better
support its clients around the world. Most
of ECRI’s operational work, like for our
longstanding device evaluation program,
has been limited to our headquarters in
Pennsylvania. However, that is starting to
change.
We are building a small device evaluation
lab near our Asia Pacific office in Malaysia.
Two of our Malaysian biomedical engineers
traveled to ECRI’s headquarters this January for a comprehensive training program
on how our Health Devices team conducts
its comparative evaluations of medical devices. Our Malaysian colleagues then traveled back to Malaysia to begin evaluations
of medical devices that are not marketed in
the US.
Our Asia Pacific colleagues will work closely with our home office Health Devices
team to follow the same quality processes
that hospitals have relied on from ECRI for
over fifty years. They will work in collaboration with our European office in the UK
and the Middle East office in UAE to identify suitable non-US devices to test and evaluate in Malaysia. These evaluations will be
published online alongside ECRI’s reviews
of US-marketed devices.
In another international development, ECRI recently signed a framework agreement
with the World Bank, one of the world’s
largest sources of funding and knowledge
for developing countries. The agreement
designates ECRI as a formally approved
World Bank consultant to provide impartial technical and specialist advice on procurement of medical diagnostic imaging
equipment. For perspective, the World
Bank had over $2.2 billion in commitments
(e.g., loans) in the health sector in FY 2018.
Many of those commitments were used for
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the development of hospitals or health
systems and procurement of their associated technologies.
ECRI’s new designation came out of
the Bank’s Industry Engagement Program (IEP) that began in 2016. The
purpose of the IEP is to improve outcomes in target sectors. The medical
diagnostic imaging (MDI) equipment
sector was targeted and the Bank engaged with MDI equipment and services manufacturers and suppliers to
discuss recurring procurement problems and to identify potential solutions
and interventions.
A key solution identified by the IEP was
for the World Bank to establish a panel
of framework agreements with prequalified specialists (three consulting
firms and one individual consultant) to
provide “impartial, unbiased advice and
feedback to Bank staff (and Bank clients) on MDI equipment and services
procurement, project design, implementation support, and contract management”. This is right in ECRI’s wheelhouse.
In Bank financed procurement, MDI
equipment is recognized as a highly
specialized field. One of the IEP findings
was that the Bank and its Borrowers
do not always have this in-house specialist technical knowledge and experience. Where there is a lack of capacity
and/or capability, the framework agreements provide a dedicated resource to
support Borrowers’ staff and the
Bank’s task teams on an as-needed
basis. The IEP found that such expertise is critical when procuring MDI
equipment and services. It supports
improved quality and outcomes particularly in relation to:

2. Design of the procurement approach,
including the commercial model, costs
and pricing methodologies, and the evaluation methodology and criteria;
3. Evaluation and selection of the Most
Advantageous Proposal
4. Implementation and contract management.
ECRI is pleased that we were selected by
the World Bank as one of the its prequalified consulting organizations. This
new designation will allow ECRI to tap
into a potentially large number of international consulting opportunities on MDI
procurement. Any associated work will
draw from a multi-national team, from
ECRI’s headquarters and its international
offices, that we set up specifically for
World Bank projects. The new evaluation lab in Malaysia and our new World
Bank designation are just two of the exciting developments at ECRI that will
help achieve our newly established strategy to advance effective, evidence-based
healthcare globally. Feel free to contact
me if you would like to learn more.
Jim Keller, MS, FACCE
Vice President, International Market Development, ECRI Institute
Past President, ACCE
jkeller@ecri.org

1. Needs identification and project
design;
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Bridget Moorman: CE-IT Synergies Awardee
Congratulations to Bridget Moorman, MSBE,
MAS-Health
Informatics,
CCE, the
2019 ACCEHIMSS Excellence in Clinical Engineering and Information Technology Synergies Award Recipient.
Moorman, also a retired US Air Force
Colonel, has 30 years’ experience in the
clinical engineering field and currently consults internationally for medical device companies, information technology companies,
medical device integration companies,
standards promulgation organizations, medical mobile application companies, mobile
telecommunications companies and health
care and health care purchasing organizations.
Bridget also writes and presents extensively
on health care technology and integration.
Prior to consulting, she worked for Kaiser

Permanente doing strategic technology
management for cardiovascular services,
patient monitoring, OB/GYN data management and the biomedical device interface for the Kaiser HealthConnect initiative. She has also worked for University
Medical Center in Tucson, AZ, as a clinical engineer doing technology assessment
and supporting the artificial heart program.
Bridget served as Chair CCE Board of
Examiners (2011-2013) and her previous
ACCE awards include the Tom O'Dea
Advocacy Award (2012) and the Student
Paper Award (2018).
“ACCE is very pleased to recognize Bridget
Moorman with this award. Bridget is well
recognized in the clinical engineering community for her knowledge and strong passion for the profession. I know Bridget personally and as ACCE Education Committee
chair remember her willingness and strong
enthusiasm to teach in the CCE Review
Course two decades ago. Since then I followed her career and admired her leadership abilities including Chair of the Board of
Examiners for Certification in Clinical Engineering. She truly is an exceptional leader in

the field of clinical engineering and has broken new ground in medical device interoperability and security.” said Arif Subhan,
president of ACCE. Arif continued: “She
has authored numerous articles and is a
frequent presenter at ACCE, AAMI, HIMSS ,
and University of Connecticut. She has presented on medical device integration and
security at various venues in United States
and Europe. Bridget is unquestionably a
worthy recipient of this award.”
Bridget Moorman represents a health IT
leader in her specialty area, who is recognized for her expertise in clinical engineering, medical device interoperability and security,” said Steve Wretling, Chief Technology and Innovation Officer, at HIMSS.
“We are indeed honored to recognize Ms.
Moorman as this year’s recipient of the
2019 ACCE/HIMSS Excellence in Clinical
Engineering and Information Technology
Synergies award. She provides an excellent
example to many in developing the profession of clinical engineering and healthcare IT
and the quality of technology in healthcare.”
Suly Chi
ACCE Secretariat
Secretariat@ACCEnet.org

ACCE 2019 Membership Renewal
Thank you for being an ACCE member! ACCE Membership Renewal for January through December 2019 is due now.
To renew your 2019 membership online with PayPal, please click here or go
to https://accenet.org/Members/Pages/default.aspx?from=login .
To renew by postal mail, please remit your renewal check to:
ACCE
5200 Butler Pike,
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
If you need an e-invoice, please contact ACCE Secretariat at secretariat@accenet.org
Membership benefits

ACCE News
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Another Successful IHE Connectathon
This year’s IHE Connectathon was a success, in spite of a few challenges. Overall
60 companies participated, running almost
2200 tests. In Patient Care Devices
(PCD), we had 24 companies participate,
using 144 systems to run 433 tests. In
spite of the logistical challenges this year,
all but one company completed their required tests. The one that didn’t was a
first time PCD participant and had hoped
to test if time allowed. We also had one
new success in the Alert Communication
Management Profile; for the first time, an
Alert Manager successfully sent a waveform to an Alert Communicator.
This time we had two unusual challenges.
The first was the weather. Much of the
northern US was battling bad weather;
this delayed arrival for some participants,
a few by a day or more. Additionally, the
US government shutdown was underway.
The shutdown became a major challenge
for us in PCD. The test tools we use were

created and hosted by NIST. They were
shutdown, which means we would have
had to review the tests manually. Lucki-

ly, one of the vendors, ICU Medical, had
downloaded a copy of the tools. They
provided IHE with a copy, and we were

IHE Connectathon monitors are responsible for reviewing and evaluating interoperability
tests completed by vendor participants at the IHE NA Connectathon. IHE Patient Care Devices (PCD) is coordinated by ACCE former President Paul Sherman, in Santa suit.
(Continued on page 14)
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earthMed in Mongolia: Clinical Equipment in
21st Century Mongolia
In late 2018, an earthMed team visited hospitals in Mongolia teaching surgical procedures.
As part of the team, my role was supporting
medical equipment. Compared to most medical charitable missions, however, my handson work wasn’t very difficult. The devices
required to perform surgery were ready and
functioning, so there was no scramble to
prepare for surgery. Yet, during my stay,
even though I “fixed” very little, other issues
pertaining to HTM caught my attention.
In Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia’s capital and largest
city, I saw many signs of the economy being
vibrant compared to my observations during
previous visits. Yet, this apparent growing
economy does not seem to reach medical
equipment management and support.
I'm concerned that clinical equipment budgeting is very sparse. It seems that biomedical
engineers in the hospitals are ill-equipped.
Repair parts, device consumables, test equipment, etc. seem to be in very short supply.
Funding for such items is in many cases either very difficult or not obtainable at all.
Also, clinical equipment capital planning appears to be non-existent. Many devices are
still donated via international assistance as
opposed to a self-sufficiency model. Hence,
implementation of many new devices is
largely based upon sheer luck of donations. I
have concern about the effects upon patient
care if devices required to perform clinical
services stop operating due to inadequate
support. The system seems precarious.

their concerns
and situations,
and that they
were in prominent hospitals,
I’m assuming the
paradigm I observed is most
likely common
throughout
Mongolia. I need
to continue as- earthMed team and Mongolian team at Shastin Hospital, Ulaanbaatar, Monsessing the situa- golia – December 2018
tion to obtain a
better understand of how the system opequipment decision-making in Mongolia want the best for their citizens. I
erates.
eagerly welcome advice, comments,
I am still processing the findings from my
etc. from fellow ACCE HTM professtay in Mongolia. Since returning home in
sionals to impact and improve medical
early December, I’ve been contacting variequipment support in Mongolia.
ous experts and attempting to identify
decision makers in Mongolia to piece toLou Schonder
gether evidence to accurately assess the
lschonder@earthMed.org
Mongolian HTM status. I have not yet
planned how to approach this effort, but
Lou Schonder, ACCE Member, is the
that’s coming as I collect information and
founder and director of earthMed, a USconsider ideas. A likely plan would be to
based non-profit organization that imassemble a team of clinical engineering
proves medical care in developing countries through medical program developleaders to further assess Mongolian HTM.
ment, education, direct patient care, diagI believe that those involved in clinical
nostic support, medical device donations,
and medical supply donations..

On a hands-on level, the biomedical engineers I met during my stay are clearly dedicated and knowledgeable from an engineering standpoint, and it appears they have a
good understanding of clinical device applications. But, because of my brief stay and small
sample size, I’m mostly making educated
guesses. To date, I don’t know the extent
that Mongolian biomeds have benefited from
the worldwide body of knowledge.
It’s possible some of the assumptions I am
presenting may be wrong. I had visited only
three hospitals, meeting less than a dozen
biomeds. But based upon the consistency of
ACCE News

earthMed team with Mongolian colleagues at the First Annual Association of Mongolian
Surgeons Conference, Mongolian Parliament, November 2018. Left-right: Dr. Batzaya,
Aria Nisco, Dr. Steven Nisco, Dr. Batbayar, Prof. Baaseenjav, Dr. Patricia GramblingBabb, Lou Schonder, Dr. Nicketti Handy, Dr. John Handy, Dr. Rentsen..
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Updates from IFMBE
IFMBE would like to share information on three
upcoming Biomedical Engineering Conferences
from April through June 2019. They are organized by the Taiwanese Society of Biomedical
Engineering, https://www.icbhi2019.com/, the
Icelandic Society for Biomedical Engineering &
Medical Physics for ICBHI-2019 https://
www.icbhi2019.com/iupesm-mep-workshop,
and the Nordic Baltic Conference on Biomedical Engineering and Medical Physics (NBC)
2019, respectively. The International Union for
Physical and Engineering Sciences in Medicine
( IUPESM) Medical Engineering and Physics
workshop will join with the International Conference on Biomedical and Health Informatics
(ICBHI) 2019 in Taipei (https:/
www.icbhi2019.com/iupesm-mep-workshop).
Prof. Kan Ping Lin
Secretary General, IFMBE
kplin@cycu.edu.tw
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IFMBE Clinical Engineering Division (CED) Update
The following is an update from the Clinical Engineering Division (CED) of IFMBE:
CED Vision Statement: To be an international federation for developing and promoting the clinical engineering profession
resulting in improvement of global
healthcare delivery through the advancement of safe and effective innovation,
management and deployment of
healthcare technology.
CED Global Communication sent to
2000+ colleagues from 175 countries in
December 2018:
“We can all agree with the World Health
Organization’s (WHO) 2007 Resolution
on Health Technologies (HT):
‘Recognizing that health technologies1 (whose main component is medical
devices) equip health-care providers with
tools that are indispensable for effective
and efficient prevention, diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation and attainment of
internationally agreed health-related development goals, including those contained in the Millennium Declaration.”
Further, WHO has noted it is critical
that “trained and qualified biomedical engineering professionals are required to
design, evaluate, regulate, maintain and
manage medical devices, and train on their
safe use in health systems around the
world.” And that “this area is often referred to as clinical engineering (CE) or
health-care technology management
(HTM).”
In summary: “Health technologies (and
medical devices) must be managed to ensure full clinical benefit and expected financial return on investments.” A new
2018 study shows 400 case studies from
125 countries where management of
medical devices made a positive difference
over the past twelve years. This CE Success Story project has been developed by
the global CE Society/Federation, IFMBE
CED. IFMBE CED also celebrated Global
CE Day (GCED) on October 21, 2015,
that has become an annual event around
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the world focusing recognition on the
many contributions CEs make every
day. In 2016, GCED held programs in
20 countries and had 70,000 Social
Media hits. In 2018, GCED expanded
to events in over 40 countries and had
nearly 320,000 Social Media touches,
including streaming video! See http://
global.icehtmc.com/ for videos and
other materials from these events.
In 2019, IFMBE CED – in coordination
with WHO– plans to partner with our
global healthcare colleagues to take
the collection of these evidence-based
CE Success Stories to Ministry of
Health leaders in 175 countries. The
Success Story case studies have six

categories – including Access, Innovation, Health Systems, Management, eTechnology and Quality & Safety - and
together demonstrate potential solutions to many healthcare challenges
around the world.
Join over 90 IFMBE CED colleagues from 40 countries. Contact us
at ifmbe.ced.secretariat@gmail.com to
see how you can join and help.
Tom Judd,
IFMBE CED Board Chair
judd.tom@gmail.com

2019 Connectathon continued
(Continued from page 11)

able to use it for the testing.

standards.

Lessons learned

We need CMMS vendor participants.
But, as one vendor pointed out, until
customers ask for interoperability, they
won’t dedicate resources to developing
it. Frustrating to us iin PCD, but quite
understandable. My request: Talk to
your CMMS vendor and encourage them
to join us, or at least adopt IHE messaging.

Testing tool limitations. While it would
be fantastic if the NIST tools could test
every field in every message, they don’t.
This year’s version of the tools were a
vast improvement over prior years, particularly in terms of speed. In the past, a
long message could take several minutes
to process. Now it takes five seconds.
That was very handy this year with our
limited number of testers. Also, we
need a backup of the test tools in case
NIST is unavailable.
The future
Test improvements – Every year, the
tests and the tools evolve. As they do,
we find more opportunities for improvement. This year, we found some areas
the tools didn’t test for, as well as some
items tested that participants didn’t expect. We’ll resolve these challenges via
updating the tests, the tools and the
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Finally – PCD really needs HTM involvement. CE’s know the hospital technical
environment and its limitations better
than anyone else. Please help us advance interoperability by joining any of
our meetings or workgroups. And...I’m
looking at full retirement in the next
couple of years. A CE is the perfect
person for this job. If you are interested, please contact me.
Paul Sherman
paulrshermancce@gmail.com
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Commentary: It’s Time for a CE/HTM–focused
Quality Management System Standard
Editor’s note: The following article is the
opinion of the author, and does not necessarily represent the views of the American College of Clinical Engineering.
Many of us recognize that the clinical
engineering and HTM industry are at
a critical inflection point. New
healthcare technologies are rapidly
proliferating, and many of these have
the potential to be disruptive and

make great improvements in the availability of quality healthcare worldwide. However, rapid technological
changes (including convergence of medical and information technologies) and
increasing pressures from the FDA,
other regulators, and industry stakeholders could adversely impact CE/
HTM’s ability to contribute unless we as
CE/HTM can agree on a basic roadmap
that addresses quality services, aligns

medical and information technology
support services, and places a focus
on client needs.
I would suggest that now is the time
for us to develop a CE/HTMspecific, voluntary Quality Management System (QMS) standard. There
are existing QMS standards (e.g., ISO
9001, ISO 20000, ISO 13485) that
can help serve as guides for the rapid
development of such a CE/HTM
standard. All that remains for us to
move forward is for our industry
leaders and influencers to commit
their support.
AAMI standards, perhaps in partnership with other standards development organizations (SDOs), is considering undertaking the project. To
proceed, they only need to demonstrate to the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) that
there is sufficient interest on the part
of our community and get their approval. Read my commentary in the
Jan/Feb 2019 BI&T (or view it free
access at http://s3.amazonaws.com/
rdcms-aami/files/production/public/
FileDownloads/BIT/
JanFeb19_BIT_HTMQualSyst.pdf ) to
see more on the case for such a CE/
HTM QMS standard. If you’re in
agreement, please consider contacting Patrick Bernat, AAMI’s Director
of HTM Standards
(PBernat@AAMI.org) to express
your support for the idea. And consider joining in this important effort.
Steve Grimes
Stephen.Grimes@SHCTA.com
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ACCE is an official Collaborator of HIMSS19
As such, ACCE Members receive the members discount to attend! To receive the discount, go to the conference website
and select “Register Now”. Select ACCE from the “Conference Collaborating Organizations” drop down in the registration process, and enter the code “COLLABH19”

Registration
Schedule -at-a-glance

HTA/ACCE Awards Reception

Date: Tuesday, February 12, 2019; 6:00 PM– 8:00 PM EST
Location: Orange County Convention Center, room W240C, level 2
Network with ACCE members, experts from Clinical Engineering, Health Technology Management, and Healthcare informatics professionals - all are welcome to attend!
Join Arif Subhan, ACCE President and Steve Wretling, CTIO/HIMSS in congratulating the 2019 ACCE/HIMSS
Excellence in Clinical Engineering and Information Technology Synergies Award recipient Bridget Moorman.

Special Thanks to our Sponsor

Scan QR code to RSVP

2019 ACCE CE-IT Symposium (pre-HIMSS19): Safe and Effective Application of
Networked Medical Systems
Date: Monday, February 11, 2019; 9am-4:30pm
Location: Hyatt Regency Orlando, Bayhill 23/24
more HIMSS on the next page

ACCE News
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The American College of Clinical Engineering was formed to establish a standard of
competence and to promote excellence in clinical engineering practice, and to promote
safe and effective application of science and technology in patient care.
Today, safe and effective application of science and technology has transformed into
(among other things) ensuring that medical equipment can integrate and network safely
in the hospital network, and can be protected from outside attackers. This Symposium
has nationally and internationally recognized speakers and engineers who will address
this shift in clinical engineering practice and the steps necessary to address those risks
and vulnerabilities.
Topics and Speakers:
Medical Device Security including Patching of Medical Equipment: Julian Goldman, Juuso Leinonen
Disaster Recovery Planning (network recovery): Sue Wang, Christopher Nowak
Safe Networking of Medical Equipment and Systems: Michael Fraai, Bridget Moorman
Emerging Technologies and Their Impact on the Hospital Operations: Thomas Skorup
Long Term Capital Planning: Carol Davis-Smith, Jennifer Ott

•



Panel discussion: all speakers

Presenting the Case of Cybersecurity Education of Clinicians – ACCE collaborator sponsored session
Wednesday, February 13, 2019. 1:00 – 2pm | Convention Center | Level 3 W311A

Today’s security risks are too complex and the risk to care delivery and patient safety is too high for cybersecurity to be relegated to the
purely technical realm. Cybersecurity programs can only succeed if based on a holistic approach that involves a constructive partnership
between stakeholders. This session will explore how organizations can improve cybersecurity when decisions are made as a partnership
between security-educated clinicians and security professionals that balances patient and societal needs for health, safety AND security.
Presenters: Axel Wirth, Distinguished Technical Architect, Symantec Corporation and Dr. Joseph Schneider, Clinical Assistant Professor, UT
Southwestern Medical Center.
==========================================
Join the Health Technology Alliance http://www.healthtechnologyalliance.org/ for more networking and educational opportunities.

HTA Sponsored by:

ACCE News
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2019 CCE Certification: New Applicants and Renewals
New Applicants:
The 2019 computerized written examination will be given on November 2, 2019 thru November 16, 2019. The deadline for applications is July 19, 2019 for applicants testing within the
United States & Canada and June 22, 2019 for applicants testing outside the United States &
Canada. Arrangements can be made to take the written exam in most major cities around the
world by contacting the Secretariat for HTCC at certification@accenet.org
You may apply to take this exam by downloading the handbook and application form. After reviewing the Handbook, please contact the Secretariat for HTCC at certification@accenet.org , or by telephone (610-567-1240), or fax (815-642-0658) with further
questions.

2019 CCE Renewal:
CCE renewal is required once every three years. If your CCE expiration date is on June 30, 2019, you have until June 14, 2019
to complete and turn in your completed renewal form.
The 2019 CCE Renewal Handbook and Renewal Application Form can be downloaded from the CE certification webpage.
The renewal fee can be paid by check or via PayPal on the ACCE website. To check the expiration date on your CCE status,
please click here.
Any questions can be directed to Sandy Allen, HTCC secretariat, at certification@accenet.org

ACCE News
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Healthcare Technology Foundation News
Improve healthcare delivery outcomes by promoting the development,
application and support of safe and effective healthcare technologies.
Global Healthcare Technology
HTF is embarking on a new program. We
are working to assist the Pan American
Health Organization (PAHO) with future incountry workshops, webinars, online courses
and publications related to healthcare technology. We are hoping to fill a critical need
in supporting international HT professionals.
Tobey Clark is leading this effort.
CE Performance and Quality Measures
Tom Bauld is continuing his passion to develop a process that demonstrates the many
ways HTM have a positive impact on patient
care, patient safety, length of stay, improved
clinical outcomes and cost of care.
Clinical Alarms
The group is continuing to work on the
home health alarms. They are working

through a list of contacts in hopes of
finding other partner organizations or
groups who could help disseminate the
survey.
HTF Future Projects
Have a great idea to share? Please let
us know if you have any suggestions on
projects for HTF that will meet our
mission.
Be sure to visit the HTF website,
www.thehtf.org to see our programs
and resources. While you are there,
feel free to hit the DONATE NOW
button. We will accept them anytime
and they are always tax deductible!
Jennifer C. Ott, MSBME, CCE, FACCE
Secretary, HTF
secretary@thehtf.org

Negotiation Skills in Work and Life
I just finished another book and a course on
Negotiation Techniques and wanted to pass
along some of my thoughts. As we all negotiate in some fashion in our lives, understanding a bit more about it has helped me in work
and in my personal life. There are negotiating opportunities/situations everywhere.
The best negotiators are children, they keep
asking why, seemingly have unlimited energy,
and don’t see the down side to pushing.
However, with a child you can say “because..
now go to your room and no internet or
phone the rest of the night.” That’s not usually a working strategy in the real world.
However, there is a lot to be learned from
children. The more you know about what is
motivating the other person and what they
are really looking for, the better you can
come to a solution. Whether, win/win, win/
lose, split the difference, or lose/lose you
need to understand what your goals and the
other person’s goals are- so that you can
figure out a winning strategy.
The essence is communication. In an ideal
ACCE News

environment if you can really understand what your position is, what your
boundaries are, what you are hoping
to get out of this and your BATNA,
(Best Alternative to a Negotiated
Agreement.) A BATNA is a fall back
position- sort of minimal set of objectives. Understanding this information
(as best as possible) about the person
you are negotiating with allows you to
craft a conversation that can enable
you to better understand what the
other person needs and what you can
do to achieve success.
At work one might be negotiating a
contract with new a vendor or supplier, trying to get funding for a project
or equipment for your department or
dealing with a problem employee.
Some are easier and others are a real
challenge. A successful negotiation
with a problem employee might save
their career, help them to right their
lives and leave you with a warm glow
or it might end up with security and
law suits.
Volume 29 Issue 1: January—February 2019

One of the key ingredients to a successful negotiation is to understand the type
of person you are dealing with. Are
they a Driver, an Expressive, an Amiable
or an Analytical type personality or a
mix of types? Whole courses are offered to better understand these types
and the other names that are used. This
is worth some time on Google or Wikipedia if you are not familiar with what I
am talking about. Each has a style of
communication, an approach to data and
a very different kind of decision making.
Knowing who you are talking to will
drive what and how you say things and if
not properly aligned, can stop you cold.
This is a good thing to know regarding
how you deal with all the people you
work with.
Start with understanding how your children are manipulating you and getting
the best out of your staff and management, learning to how to negotiate better will help you and your organization
to be more successful and perhaps a bit
happier.
On a personal note I use these skills
daily. As a department head, I find myself needing to argue and negotiate for
limited resources so that I can achieve
our plans. Or how to get my plans adjusted to allow another department to
get the resources. We work in an organization that has a good culture and a
pretty good win-win attitude. On the
other hand, a friend of mine was dealing
with the IRS the other day. And it was
clear the best he was going to get was a
BATNA. (Best alternative to a negotiated agreement.) In fact, the deal was a
negotiated agreement, but most of the
agreements were on his side and the IRS
will get all of their money. Now he
avoids going to court, gets the liens off
his pay check and everyone goes home
happyish. Had he not negotiated for a
payment plan, he might well have ended
up in real trouble.
In a previous role as a nurse manager I
struggled with dealing with challenging
(Continued on page 20)
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Welcome New Members
We welcome our newest members, approved by Membership Committee and supported by the Board of Directors:

Name

Class

Job Title

Organization

State/Country

Chris Nowak

Individual

Director-Healthcare Technology
UHS of Delaware
Management

PA/USA

Lesley A. Foster

Individual

Advanced Product Support
Engineer

BIOTRONIK

OR/USA

Brad Schoener

Associate

Vice President/Innovation

AAMI

VA/USA

Lujain Elnihum

Candidate
Student

Graduate Student/Clinical
Engineering Intern

UCONN/ISS Solutions

PA/USA

Eddie Myers

Institutional
Sr. Business Analyst
Individual

Crothall Healthcare

NC/USA

Anthony Caruso

Institutional
Director, Informatics
Individual

Crothall Healthcare

NC/USA

Ned Bowen

Institutional
Regional Vice President
Associate

Crothall Healthcare

LA/USA

Congratulations to our Newest Fellow Member: Carol Davis-Smith, CCE, FACCE
Fellow status in the ACCE is a unique honor which recognizes distinguished service to the profession or achievement in the field of Clinical Engineering. We are pleased to welcome our newest Fellow Member: Carol DavisSmith, MS, CCE, FACCE.
“You have made significant contributions over the span of more than two decades. Your commitment to
the profession is evidenced not only at your workplace but in national professional organizations. I am
impressed by your managerial and leadership success with Kaiser Permanente, leading the national office
for Clinical Technology, as well as in voluntary leadership roles in AAMI Board of Directors and AAMI
Technology Management Council.” said Arif Subhan, ACCE President.

HTF: Negotiation Skills continued
(Continued

from page 19)

employees; people with absentee
problems, inability to be on time or
more serious issues. Each situation
was an issue and often the conversations ended poorly. My director, a
wise woman, had us take a course
on negotiation and things changed.
People could still be a challenge, but
more often I was able to better understand the forces at play and to
get to a decent solution. It also
ACCE News

helped when I was dealing with the Admitting department, doctors and my wife.
Perhaps one of the hardest conversations
was with the family of a young teenager
who had a profound head injury who was
about to be declared brain dead. Talking
to her family about organ donation (long
before it was common) was so hard but
so important. In the end, they donated
multiple organs and in a later conversation came back to thank us for the opportunity for their child to live on in others. Not your typical negotiation, but
the important ones never are and you
never know when they will happen.
Volume 29 Issue 1: January—February 2019

So sharpen your skills and it just
might help you talk your way from a
ticket to a verbal warning!
The book I just finished is Never Split
the Difference: Negotiating as if Your
Life Depended on it, written by an
FBI hostage negotiator- Chris Voss.
It’s a good read and I recommend it
highly. Others include “Getting to
Yes”, “Start with Why” and “Blink”
by Malcom Gladwell, which is a book
on thinking and how we make decisions. I recommend them all and
there are many others.
Paul Coss, RN, President, HTF
president@thehtf.org
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Journal of Clinical Engineering Subscriptions for
ACCE Members
The Journal of Clinical Engineering is a compilation of articles, papers, and extensive manuscripts relevant to clinical/biomedical engineering or biomedical technology. Subject matter directly relates to the engineering or technology involved in
patient care and treatment or technology in the broad field of health care delivery.
ACCE members receive a discounted subscription to the Journal of Clinical Engineering for only $99! (Originally $296). You must login to the ACCE website to
view the code. Then visit LWW.com to enter code.

ACCE Calendar
February 11-15
HIMSS 19, Orlando FL
For more information
February 11, 2019
ACCE CE-IT Symposium, pre-HIMSS19: Safe and Effective Application of Networked Medical Systems
For more information and complimentary registration
February 12, 2019
HTA/ACCE Awards Reception

The ACCE Board and Committee Chairs

For more information

President ......................................................................... Arif Subhan

February 14, 2019
ACCE Webinar: The Joint Commission 2019 Update
Details

President Elect ................................................................. Ilir Kullolli
Vice President ................................................. Pratyusha Pedaprolu
Secretary ............................................................... Priyanka Upendra

March 14, 2019
ACCE Webinar: Focused Technology - emerging trends in various
equipment categories
Details

Treasurer ...................................................................... James Panella

March 24, 2019
AIMBE 2019 Annual Event, Afrlington, VA
For more information

Member-at-Large ................................................. Samantha Jacques

April 11, 2019
ACCE Webinar: Service Contracts vs In-sourcing
Details
June 7-10, 2019
AAMI Exchange 2019
Cleveland OH
Details
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Member-at-Large ................................................. David Braeutigam
Member-at-Large .......................................................... Jim Caporali
Member-at-Large ................................................... Kim Greenwood
Immediate Past President ............................................ Petr Kresta
Education Co-Chairs ................. Austin Hampton, Danielle Cowgill
Membership Committee Chair ................................... Jim Caporali
Advocacy Committee Chair .................................. Clarice Holden
CE-IT Committee Chair......................................... Stephen Grimes
CE-HOF Nominations review Committee .............. Ray Zambuto
International Committee Chair ............................... Binseng Wang
Nominations Committee Chair .................................... Petr Kresta
Body of Knowledge Committee Chair ............ Katherine Navarro
Secretariat ........................................................................... Suly Chi
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